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This article presents a framework, Genesis (genome analysis), to efficiently and
flexibly accelerate generic data manipulation operations that have become
performance bottlenecks in the genomic data processing pipeline utilizing FPGAs-
as-a-service. Genesis conceptualizes genomic data as a very large relational
database and uses extended SQL as a domain-specific language to construct data
manipulation queries. To accelerate the queries, we designed a Genesis hardware
library of efficient coarse-grained primitives that can be composed into a
specialized dataflow architecture. This approach explores a systematic and
scalable methodology to expedite domain-specific end-to-end accelerated system
development and deployment.

As the democratization of wet lab sequencing
technology drives down sequencing cost, the
cost and runtime of data analysis are becom-

ing more significant. An article published in PLoS Biol-
ogy quantitatively claimed that genomics is projected
to produce over 250 exabytes of sequence data per
year by 2025, far surpassing the current major genera-
tors of big data such as YouTube (�1–2 exabytes/year)
and Twitter (�1.36 petabytes/year). With the afore-
mentioned big data generation comes challenges in
genomic data acquisition, storage, distribution, and
analysis. We focus our effort on addressing the effi-
cient analysis of genomic data, in parti`cular, identify-
ing genomic variants in each individual genome, as it
is one of the most computationally demanding
pipelines.

Genomic data processing algorithms are composed
of a mixture of specific algorithms as well as generic
data manipulation operations. For example, the most
popular genome sequencing workflow, Broad Insti-
tute’s Genome Analysis ToolKit 4 (GATK4) Best Practi-
ces, consists of stages implementing specific
algorithms such as read alignment and variant calling
as well as stages performing generic data manipula-
tions such as mark duplicates and base quality score
recalibration. Thus far, most prior work focused on the
hardware acceleration of specific algorithms such as
read alignment1–3 or pair-HMM (hidden Markov model)
in variant calling. Such specialized accelerators, target-
ing a specific implementation of a particular genome
sequencing pipeline stage, have demonstrated orders
of magnitude speedups and energy-efficiency improve-
ments. With these specific algorithm accelerations in
place, the remaining unaccelerated analysis stages
that contain datamanipulation operations become the
bottleneck and a large portion of the genomic analysis
execution time, making them good targets for acceler-
ation pursuant to Amdahl’s law.
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An important aspect of genomic data analysis is that
the algorithms are still being refined and special care is
needed when proposing hardware acceleration. For
example, INDEL realignment was themajor performance
bottleneck in the now deprecated GATK3 and thus a
hardware accelerator targeting the stagewas proposed.3

However, GATK4 does not utilize this stage with its
updated variant calling algorithms rendering the pro-
posal suitable largely for legacy pipelines. Similarly, accel-
erators targeting the pair-HMM algorithms used in the
variant calling stages of GATK4 are likely being replaced
by the DNN-based algorithm for the same stage. Noting
the rapid changes in specific algorithms, we argue that
designing accelerators for the generic datamanipulation
portions of the pipelines is just as important, if not more,
than designing accelerators for the specific algorithms.

WEARCHITECTANDEVALUATEA
FLEXIBLEACCELERATION
FRAMEWORKTHATTARGETSGENERIC
DATAMANIPULATIONOPERATIONS
COMMONLYUSED INGENOMICDATA
PROCESSINGCALLEDGENESIS.

Thus, we architect and evaluate a flexible accelera-
tion framework that targets generic data manipulation
operations commonly used in genomic data processing
calledGenesis. We view genomic data as traditional data
tables and use extended SQL as a domain-specific lan-
guage to process genomic analytics. Conceptualizing
the genomic data as a very large relational database
allows us to reason about the algorithms and transforms
genomic data processing stages into simple extended
SQL-style queries. Once the queries are constructed,
Genesis facilitates the translation of the queries into
hardware accelerator pipelines using the Genesis hard-
ware library that accelerates primitive operations in data-
base and genomic data processing. As a proof of
concept, we accelerate the data preprocessing phase in
GATK4 Best Practices and deploy Genesis-generated
accelerators on Amazon EC2 F1 instances. We demon-
strate that the accelerated system targeting these
queries provides a significant performance improvement
and cost savings over a commodity CPU.

GENOMIC DATA ANALYTICS
A genome is an organism’s complete set of DNAs. For a
human genome, each chromosome is represented as a
sequence of DNA base pairs expressed as a single

character, A, T, C, G, representing a DNA nucleotide base.
Genomic analysis uses a DNA sequence to identify varia-
tions from a biological sample against a reference
genome. Our work focuses on genomic analysis through
the next generation sequencing (NGS) technology, the
de facto technology for the whole genome analysis. In
this process, fragmented DNA samples are read by an
NGS wet lab instrument. Raw sensor data from the
instrument are processed through an equipment-spe-
cific proprietary software (or hardware), and the instru-
ment outputs processed data called reads. Reads
contain multiple fragments from a sequence of base
pairs and a sequence of quality scores where a single
quality score represents themachine’s confidence of the
corresponding base pair measurement. This process of
postmeasurement analysis is called theprimary analysis,
and the outcome of the primary analysis is an input to
the secondary analysis. Secondary analysis is a process
of identifying genomic variants. Since it is very computa-
tionally demanding, this is what most computer soft-
ware/hardware research (including ours) focuses on.
Once these genomic variants are identified, they can be
used to analyze the specific characteristics of this DNA
(e.g., disease risk).

GENESIS ACCELERATION
FRAMEWORK
Representing Genomic Data Analysis as
Relational Database Queries
Genesis conceptualizes genomic data as relational data
tables and uses SQL as a domain-specific language to
represent the target genomic analysis operations and
pipeline stages for acceleration. Genomic reads are rep-
resented as rows in a table, and attributes associated
with each read are represented as columns. We use Illu-
mina sequencer short reads (up to 151 base pairs per
read) for a specific human in our evaluated dataset. A ref-
erence sequence is fragmented intomany segments and
each segment is represented as a row in the reference
table. We configure a single row in the reference table to
have about 1M base pairs. For the efficientmanagement
of those tables, we partition each table into multiple
tables by chromosome identifiers, and then again by the
mapped position of the reads or the reference data. For
both tables, we assign a unique partition ID to the parti-
tion. Genesis supports common SQL operations such as
Select, Where, GroupBy, Join, Limit (used to select a subset of
rows), Count, and Sum. In addition, we support two addi-
tional operations PosExplode and ReadExplode. PosExplode(COL,
INITPOS), converts an array in a single row of a single col-
umn (COL) to multiple rows with an extra POS column that
starts from the position INITPOS (POS is incremented by one
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for every row that is exploded). ReadExplode converts a
read, stored as a single row in the read tables, tomultiple,
separate rows where each row contains the base, the
corresponding quality score, and its position. This opera-
tion converts individual base pairs and corresponding
quality scores into separate rows utilizing its alignment
information recorded in the metadata called CIGAR
(CIGAR contains base pair alignment information such
as substitution, matching, insertion, deletion, etc.).
Finally, we support iteration over rows with the FOR Row IN

Table clause, which is similar to that of Oracle PL/SQL.
We use an example to illustrate how to construct

queries for a genomic data analysis operation and walk
through the execution of the query using a high-level
block diagram. In this example, the user wants to find
the number of bases that matches the reference for all
reads whose partition ID is equal to the constant P. In
this case, the user can represent this operation as a
sequence of SQL queries as shown in Figure 1(a), which
essentially follows the execution flow depicted in
Figure 1(b). Step 1: the set of reads and the relevant ref-
erence with the partition ID (P) are first extracted (I1).
Step 2: the relevant reference row’s base pair sequence
is expanded into multiple rows with PosExplode (I2). Step
3: for each read in the ReadPartition, its base pairs are con-
verted to a multirow table with ReadExplode (Q1). Step 4:
inner-join the ReadExplode’ed table and the subset of the
PosExplode’ed reference row table (the subset is obtained
with the LIMIT base offset clause) to obtain a joined table

that allows us to extract basematching information (Q2).
Step 5: the number of matching base pairs (i.e., a read’s
base pair is identical to the reference’s base pair) are
computed and inserted into the output table (Q3). Gene-
sis Hardware Library: Genesis framework lets a user
easily construct a dataflow pipeline that accelerates
the desired target query [e.g., Figure 1(a)]. The key idea
behind this framework is that a relational query can be
decomposed into a series of relational operators. For
example, it is well known that SQL queries can be easily
parsed into a tree graph where each node represents a
table (leaf node) or a relational/computational operator
(nonleaf node).4 In such a case, if there exists a set of
configurable hardware modules where each of them
can be directly mapped to each relational/computa-
tional operator, constructing a dataflow pipeline for the
query becomes rather simple. Specifically, each node in
the graph can be mapped to a Genesis hardware mod-
ule, and each edge in the graph ismapped to a hardware
queue connecting thesemodules.

Each Genesis hardware library module operates
with a sequence of data called streams. A stream con-
sists of many data items, each of which can contain
multiple different types of fields. Each data item is
also divided into multiple flits, where a single flit repre-
sents the atomic unit of data communication and
operation. For example, when a sequence of reads
forms a single stream, each read is a data item, and
each base pair (or multiple base pairs), which is part of

FIGURE 1. Example query, its execution flow, and the genesis-generated HW pipeline.
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a base pair sequence in a read, is a flit. In general, each
module consumes (or inspects) a single flit from its
input queue(s) and generates a single output flit. The
output flit is then inserted into the output queue,
which will work as an input queue for the next module.

(1) Data Manipulation and Computation
Modules
Figure 2 shows the block diagrams for four data manip-
ulation and computation modules in Genesis hardware
library. The figure visualizes the operations of each
module with the example input/output values. Detailed
explanations for eachmodule are provided below.

Joiner merges flits from two input queues and pro-
duces a single output. For this module, a flit in an input
queue should consist of a key field and a data field.
Every cycle, this module compares keys of the flits
from two input queues and either outputs or discards
a single flit with the smaller key while leaving the other
one intact.

Filter takes input data from a single queue, checks
whether it matches the specified comparison condi-
tion (across fields or for a field and a constant), and
outputs the item if and only if the item satisfies the
specified condition.

Reducer takes a sequence of data and performs a
reduction operation (e.g., Sum, Max, Min, Count) with
a reduction tree. For this module, a reduction tree is
utilized to obtain a reduction result at a throughput of
a single flit per cycle. Note that this module can also
support reduction across multiple flits (i.e., reduction
at an item granularity).

Stream ALU takes input data from a single or two
input queues (or a single input queue and a constant
item) and performs a relatively simple unary/binary
ALU operation (e.g., NOT, ADD, SUB, CMP, AND, OR,
etc.) with data from those queues. When a single item
contains multiple values, the unary/binary operation is
performed in an elementwise manner.

(2) Memory Access Modules
Memory Reader reads contiguous data from memory
and streams the read data to the next module. Given
a starting address and the total amount of data to
read from memory, it continuously sends memory
requests to memory at a memory access granularity
(e.g., 64B) as long as its internal prefetch buffer is not
full. At the same time, this module supplies the
returned data from memory to the next module at a
throughput of a single flit per cycle.

Memory Writer writes the data coming from an input
queue to memory. It takes a single flit from the previous
module per cycle and temporarily stores it in its internal
buffer. Once its internal buffer size reaches the size of
thememory access granularity (or a specific termination
condition), it sends a write request to memory starting
from the preconfigured starting address.

SPM (Scratchpad Memory) Reader simply takes an
address from the input queue and outputs the
scratchpad read result to the output queue. It can
also be configured to read all elements in the interval
when the starting address and the finishing address
are provided. This module is also used to drain all of
its content to the output queue when a drain signal is
provided.

SPM Updater takes an address and the value from
an input queue and updates the scratchpad memory.
This module supports three operating modes. First, it
can work like a memory writer, which performs
sequential writes to the SPM buffer when provided a
starting address. It can also be configured to perform
a random SPM write, which simply writes the value to
the provided address. Finally, it can be configured to
perform a read-modify-write update with the provided
modify function (e.g., add/subtract a constant).

(3) Genomic Data Processing Modules
ReadToBases supports the ReadExplode operation. This
module takes a sequence of CIGAR, POS, SEQ, and

FIGURE 2. Block diagrams of genesis data manipulation and computation modules.
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optionally QUAL values from the input queues and pro-
duces a ReadExplode’ed table. Each cycle, this module
outputs the tuple of the reference position, the corre-
sponding base, and the quality score. The reference
position field can be Ins if the base is an inserted base.
Similarly, the base and quality score fields can be Del if
the base is deleted.

Constructing Hardware Accelerator
with Genesis Hardware Library
Genesis accelerates the user-provided query by con-
structing a hardware pipeline using multiple Genesis
hardware modules written in Chisel. For example, the
SQL query in Figure 1(a) is translated to the hardware
pipeline shown in Figure 1(c). The hardware pipeline
has five memory readers, and each reader reads the
data streams from READS.POS, READS.ENDPOS, READS.CIGAR,
READS.SEQ, and REFS.SEQ. Three of these memory readers
are connected to the ReadToBases module, which
generates a sequence of flits where each flit is a pair
of a base and the corresponding reference position.
This generated sequence is then provided as an input
to the Joiner. Unlike the reads data, the relevant refer-
ence data are mapped to an on-chip SPM to facilitate
data reuse. A single memory reader is connected to
the SPM Updater module so that it can initialize the
SPM with data from memory. The contents from this
SPM is retrieved with the SPM Reader, which takes
two inputs from the memory readers (the ones reading
READS.POS and READS.ENDPOS), reads the SPM contents for
the corresponding interval, and supplies the read data
(i.e., reference base pairs) to the Joiner. The Joiner
takes these two input sequences (i.e., one from the
read, another from the reference), performs an inner-
join, and passes the joined sequence to the Filter,
which compares two data fields (i.e., the base pair
from the read and the base pair from the reference),
and only outputs the matching items. Finally, the
Reducer module accumulates the number of matched
base pairs and passes the outcome to the memory
writer, which stores the outcome to memory. The con-
structed pipeline is fully pipelined and can process
one base pair per cycle. A single pipeline is often insuf-
ficient to fully utilize the available memory bandwidth
provided to the system. In order to fully utilize the
available memory bandwidth and achieve high
throughput, it is necessary to exploit abundant paral-
lelism in genomic data processing operations through
the use of multiple pipelines. Genesis treats each pipe-
line to be independent of each other except that they
share memory interfaces and the command interfa-
ces. This separation allows the utilization of different

hardware pipelines targeting different operations to
work together. Input/output ports of all hardware
pipelines’ memory modules are first arbitrated by a
local arbiter and then arbitrated again by one of the
global arbiters, each of which is connected to one out
of four memory channels in the system. A set of stock
Genesis modules are often enough to design accelera-
tors for data manipulation operations in the existing
gene processing pipeline. However, different genomics
data often need different treatment, and thus Genesis
is designed to support user-defined modules. Genesis
provides a standardized stream-based I/O interface
for all of its modules; a user only has to specify the
user-defined internal computation hardware in Chisel
to utilize the framework at ease.

EVALUATION
Methodology
Figure 3(a) shows the runtime breakdown of the
GATK4 Best Practices data preprocessing pipeline
with (bottom) and without (top) recently developed
hardware alignment accelerator.2 To demonstrate
Genesis’s capability to accelerate data manipulation
operations in genomic data analysis, we architected
and implemented hardware accelerators (we call each
hardware pipeline(s) constructed for a particular algo-
rithm an accelerator for the rest of this article to avoid
confusion) for three key data manipulation opera-
tions,5 namely Mark Duplicates, Metadata Update,
and the table construction phase of BQSR, which
together account for the majority of the runtime in
the data preprocessing phase of GATK4 Best Practi-
ces. Figure 3(b) shows the block diagrams for these
Genesis-generated accelerators.

We deployed Genesis-generated accelerators on
the commercial cloud using the Amazon EC2
f1.2xlarge instances. Each F1 instance contains a Xilinx
Virtex UltraScale+ VU9P FPGA card. We use a
250 MHz clock for all three accelerators. We configure
the number of pipelines to 1) the resource limit we can
fit on one FPGA card or 2) the performance limit where
an accelerator can no longer get more speedup from
parallelism due to memory or communication bottle-
necks. We used 16� pipelines formark duplicates, 16�
pipelines for metadata update, and 8� pipelines for
base quality score recalibration.

To compare our design with the software-only
implementation, we run GATK version 4.1.3 on an
Amazon EC2 r5.4xlarge instance that is memory-opti-
mized. Large memory is crucial to obtain high perfor-
mance for genomic data analysis workloads. For the
reads input dataset, we use a well-characterized
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Illumina sequencing result of patient NA12878 obt-
ained from the Broad Institute Public Dataset, and we
use GRCh38 as the reference genome.

Performance Results
Figure 4(a) shows the speedup of three Genesis accel-
erators designed to accelerate various stages of the
GATK4 data preprocessing phase over the GATK4
software implementations run on a carefully config-
ured 8-core memory-optimized CPU instance. Genesis
achieves an overall speedup of 2� on mark duplicates
stage, 19.3� on metadata update, and 12.6� on BQSR
(covariate table construction). For metadata update
and BQSR stages, per-chromosome speedups are also
presented in Figure 4(c) and (d). Considering that
these three stages take about three and a half hours
for a single genome to execute (assuming that meta-
data update perfectly scales), Genesis reduces the
computation time to process a single person’s gene
by roughly 140 min. Figure 4(b) shows the breakdown

of the Genesis framework runtime for the three stages
in the GATK4 data preprocessing phase. The figure
shows that the relatively low speedup of mark dupli-
cates stage is due to the unaccelerated software por-
tion of the stage, which is responsible for about 50%
of the baseline runtime. Furthermore, the figure indi-
cates the metadata update and BQSR speedups are
partially limited by the host-FPGA communication
(takes 53.4% and 29.5% of the runtime).

Cost Comparison
Many genomic data processing workloads exhibit a
plethora of parallelism and thus often scale relatively
well with the increased amount of resources. In such a
scenario, the cost can be a more meaningful metric
than the raw speedup itself since it considers the
amount of resources the system utilizes. We compare
the cost of running each accelerated stage in the
AWS f1 instance (1:69$/hr) with the cost of running
baseline software implementations on r5.4xlarge

FIGURE 3. GATK4 best practices runtime breakdown and block diagrams for the genesis-generated accelerators.
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instance (1:29$/hr). Compared to the baseline, Genesis
reduces the cost of genomic data processing by
2.08�, 15.05�, and 9.84� for Mark Duplicates, Meta-
data Update, and BQSR (table construction) stages.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Genesis acceleration framework explores a systematic
and scalable methodology to democratize end-to-end
accelerated system development and deployment
using a software interface that is a standardized lan-
guage as a domain-specific language and a hardware
library that is composed of efficient coarse-grained
primitives. While the work specifically showcases a set
of de facto algorithms in genomic analytics, the con-
cepts articulated and demonstrated in this work
can be applied to many other domains and inspire
accelerated systems research that offers a degree of
generality without sacrificing the efficiency brought
upon via specialization.

GENESISHARDWARELIBRARY
DEMONSTRATES THAT
CONSTRUCTINGHARDWARE
ACCELERATORSBYUTILIZINGASETOF
COMPOSABLEHARDWAREMODULES
ENABLESAFLEXIBLEHARDWARE
ACCELERATORDESIGN THATCANBE
EASILYEXTENDEDORUPDATED.

In this article, we investigate commonalities
between database and genomic analytics domains by
conceptualizing genomic data as a very large rela-
tional database and mapping genomic data analytics
algorithms into one or more relational database

queries. In addition, we observe that genomic process-
ing algorithms are composed of a mixture of specific
algorithms as well as generic data manipulation opera-
tions and that the generic data manipulation opera-
tions are the common primitives that can be used
across analytics domains. These commonalities allow
the sharing, reusing, and composition of hardware
modules across domains, lowering the development
costs of highly efficient accelerated systems. These
commonalities can be applied to many other big data
analytics domains such as graph analytics.

Genesis hardware library demonstrates that con-
structing hardware accelerators by utilizing a set of com-
posable hardware modules enables a flexible hardware
accelerator design that can be easily extended or
updated. We present a systematic way for accelerator
researchers to decompose the algorithms into primitive
operations and build hardware modules that directly
map to those primitives as composable hardware blocks
that form a hardware library. The algorithms are then
composed using the hardware modules and the frame-
work for ease of development. In domains where the
algorithms are constantly changing, such as genomics,
algorithm changes can be reflected quickly by simply
updating or adding new hardware library components
and recomposing the algorithm using the framework for
rapid deployment. This development methodology can
be adopted for various domains such as machine learn-
ing, having hardware library components to execute
matrix–matrixmultiply, matrix–vectormultiply, etc.

In the world of accelerator research, efficiently map-
ping software onto custom hardware is a challenging
problem. Researchers solve this problem by either using
high-level synthesis to generate hardware or inventing
new domain-specific languages that ease the mis-
matches between software and hardware. In this work,
we advocate to leverage an already-standardized lan-
guage as the domain-specific language and construct

FIGURE 4. Performance comparison of the Genesis accelerators over baseline for three GATK4 data preprocessing stages.
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primitive operators that directly map software primi-
tives to hardware blocks to allow efficient mapping of
software to hardware. The effect of this approach is real-
ized in 1) the resultant accelerated systems achieving
one order of magnitude better performance and cost-
efficiency on FPGAs-in-the-cloud compared to multi-
threaded software, and 2) the ease of adoption of the
accelerated systems and the lowering of the barrier to
entry for non-hardware-savvy scientists to use the
accelerated systems, creating broader impacts.
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